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NEWS LETTER NO 23

Update 2/11/2013  Maidstone
               We loved Cannes so much we ended up staying 10 days. There is 
so much to see and the climate is very pleasant. We have had a slow run 
north, stopping at several different types of stopovers. I thought I would show 
you images of them to give you an idea of all the different overnight stops 
available to motor homes.

Montelimar is a typical motor home stop over (Aire de camping car) free 
provided by the town to encourage tourism.
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Chagny is a municipal camp-site 14 Euro. They are normally very good value 
and set in a very good position in the town or village.

Charmes is a marina with spaces for motor homes 6 Euro including electric 
and water.
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Rimich is a camping marina (marina camp-site) with special spaces for motor 
homes 11 Euro including all services and the use of the camp-site showers.

Fort Philippe is a basic French camping car aire in the best place in town and 
free (no services)
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Maidstone caravan club site. This is a typical caravan club site immaculate 
clean fantastic shower block (we love them) £17.00

From here we are heading up to Liz and Brians at Scampton (Lincolnshire)
then back to Louth on Monday.

Competition
                       Day 51 – 53   stationary
                       Day 54 Cannes to Montelimar (south of Lyon)
                       Day 55 Montelimar to Chagny (near Beaune)
                       Day 56 stationary
                       Day 57 Chagny to Charmes (south of Nancy)
                       Day 58 stationary
                       Day 59 Charmes to Rimich (Luxembourg)
                       Day 60 stationary
                       Day 61 Rimich to Fort Philippe (Dunkerque)
                       Day 62 Fort Philippe to Calais to Fort Philippe
                       Day 63 Dunkerque to Maidstone (with the help of a ferry)
          Then       Day 64 Maidstone to Scampton
                       Day 65 Scampton to Louth
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Top Tip
               From Riviera radio to stop mossy bites itching rub on vinegar (it 
really works )

Conclusion
                Austria and the Italian lakes have always been favourite areas of 
ours, but the biggest surprise of this trip was the French Riviera. Its so much 
better than the Italian side of the Med. We thought the French Riviera would 
be very commercialised but its not, it's a multi cultural play ground with 
everyone doing there own thing.

Finally
             I would like to thank everyone for there feedback and response to 
these letters and putting up with my DRIBBLE. Remember if you can get your 
mileage guesses for this trip in by next weekend 10/11/2013 we will see who 
is the nearest.
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